LES ONAKA HANDICAPPERS’ RACING REPORT
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 14, 2017
REPORT SUMMARY
Always Check Program Numbers.
1st PICK

2nd PICK

3rd PICK

1

(6) FOXY ROXY

(4) WARM LOVE

(3) EMMA MISSOURI

2

(3) KUUIPO

(8) COCO SMOOCHES

(6) SAUSALITO SUNSET

3

(7) ATILA'S WAR

(6) AWESOMELY ACTIVE

(4) THE LION ROARS

4

(6) JESS NUTTY SWEET

(1) FROSTY'S SIS

(8) SECRET PRIZE RIBBON

5

(5) AVILA BEACH

(6) LAND OF THE FREE

(3) KENJI'S SAVIOR

6

(4) PAINT ME SOUTHERN

(5) HEROIC GRACE

(1) SAMBA CORONA MV

7

(3) FAVORITE BLING

(4) KATRINA CARTEL

(5) SUMMERTIME DOLL

8

(1) IM SHAKY 

(2) SNOW IN CARONA

(3) MAGICAL RIGHTER

9

(4) JESSTACARTEL 

(2) TUSTIN KID

(3) EFFORTLESS EFFORT

RACE





 BEST BETS OF THE EVENING:

 PRICE PLAY (Longshot):

JESS NUTTY SWEET
FAVORITE BLING

4TH RACE
7TH RACE

IM SHAKY
JESSTACARTEL

8TH RACE
9TH RACE

Abbreviations:
(Q)
(BTL)

Qualifier/Workout
Better Than Looked

Note:

Horses are listed in order of preference.
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RACE 1
(6) FOXY ROXY

(4) WARM LOVE

(3) EMMA MISSOURI

LES ONAKA'S EARLY PICK 4
SMALL TICKET
1st race (2,3,4,6)

2nd race (3,5,6,8)

3rd race (4,6,7)

4th race (6)

TOTAL $ 48.00

2nd race (3,5,6,8)

3rd race (4,6,7)

4th race (1,6)

TOTAL $ 96.00

LARGE TICKET
1st race (2,3,4,6)

((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
HORSES TO WATCH:
FOXY ROXY broke out, bumped at the start, quick in stride, chased the lone speed winner mid‐backside (‐3 lengths), ‐3
lengths near the far turn (21.92 opening quarter), followed the winner's path, ‐6 lengths entering the stretch, gamely held
2nd vs. 2‐5 ODDS WINNER. Working in solid fashion under A Aquino!
WARM LOVE broke off balance at the start, losing ‐4 lengths, chased the dueling pair mid‐backside (‐8 lengths), ‐7 lengths
mid‐final turn, rallied too late (improving her position) thru the 6.44 final 1/16. Prior effort she broke out at the start,
dueled outside 2‐rivals mid‐backside, dropped back ‐1 length as the pace quickened near the far turn (3‐wide), drifted out
5‐wide at the top of the lane, lacked the needed response down the lane (6.26 final 1/16). THE LATE FACTOR.
EMMA MISSOURI broke off balance at the start, chased the dueling pair mid‐backside (‐5 lengths), ‐10 lengths near the far
turn (22.70 opening quarter), 4‐wide entering the stretch, lacked the needed response down the lane. Look whose riding!
BEREZINA broke out, bumped at the start, losing ‐2 lengths, rushed, dueled inside one rival mid‐backside, battled thru the
22.5 opening quarter), dropped back ‐1 length as the pace quickened at midstretch, kept to her task to the end (nailed for
3rd) thru the 6.44 final 1/16. Prior effort she broke ‐2 lengths slow, raced in tight quarters (shuffled back) early, rushed,
dueled inside 4‐rivals mid‐backside, dueled inside 3‐rivals near the far turn (22.53 opening quarter), got tired at midstretch.
She needs to break alertly......
*****************
OTHERS:
BLAZING MISS broke well, chased the dueling pair mid‐backside (‐3 lengths), raced ‐3 lengths near the far turn (22.37
opening quarter), angled out 5‐6 lanes to clear entering the stretch, gamely kept to her task to the end (6.30 final 1/16).
Prior effort she broke off balance at the start, rushed, dueled outside one rival near the far turn (22.51 opening quarter),
dueled between rivals entering the stretch, battled the length of the stretch, finished out clearly 2nd best (6.44 final 1/4).
ALLAN'S BABY bumped at the start, chased the lone speed winner mid‐backside (‐4 lengths), dropped back ‐8 lengths near
the far turn (22.20 opening quarter), lacked the needed response down the lane (6.69 final 1/16). Prior effort she broke
well, dueled between rivals mid‐backside, dueled outside one rival near the far turn (22.65 opening quarter), gained the
narrow advantage entering the stretch, lacked the needed response at midstretch.
EZ MISS prior effort she broke well, dueled outside one rival near the far turn (22.68 opening quarter), shook loose (+1
length) entering the stretch, gradually pulled clear late vs. soft maidens. She lands a brutal post.
(((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))

RACE 2
(3) KUUIPO

(8) COCO SMOOCHES

(6) SAUSALITO SUNSET

HORSES TO WATCH:
KUUIPO broke well, chased the dueling pair mid‐backside (‐10 lengths), ‐12 lengths near the far turn (22.67 opening
quarter), ‐10 lengths mid‐final turn, rallied too late (rapid 22.91 final 1/4). Prior effort she broke well, dueled outside 2‐
rivals mid‐backside, dropped back ‐2 lengths as the pace quickened near the far turn (chasing the dueling pair), challenged
3‐wide mid‐final turn, gained the narrow advantage at the top of the lane, battled the length of the stretch, finished out
clearly 2nd best at 5 1/2 furlongs.
COCO SMOOCHES (Los Alamitos daylight) broke in at the start, settled nicely early,‐1 length (chasing the lone speed
runner)a mid‐backside, ‐2 lengths around the far turn (22.71 opening quarter), raced in traffic entering the stretch, rallied
to the front at midstretch, gradually pulled clear late (solid win) at 5 1/2 furlongs. Prior effort she bumped at the start,
dueled inside 5‐rivals mid‐backside, raced in tight quarters (shuffled back) to the far turn, ‐3 lengths mid‐final turn, traveled
evenly down the lane. Fresh filly returns with a series of good works under K Castaneda.
SALUSALITO SUNSET (Los Alamitos daylight) broke off balance, bumped back shortly after the start, chased the dueling
leaders near the far turn (23.10 opening quarter), ‐3 lengths mid‐final turn, ‐5 lengths mid‐final turn, cleared at midstretch,
rallied too late at 5 furlongs. Hails from solid connections!
JUST BOOKIN (Los Alamitos daytime) bumped back at the start, chased the lone speed runner near the far turn (22.34
opening quarter), ‐6 lengths mid‐final turn (chasing the dueling pair), angled out 5‐6 lanes to clear at the top of the lane,
rallied too late at 5 1/2 furlongs. Prior effort she broke well, quick in stride, dueled inside one rival near the far turn (22.32
opening quarter), gained the advantage at the top of the lane, held gamely at 6 furlongs. Not without a chance with the
proper trip.
*******
OTHERS:
ROCK ALL DAY broke well, dueled inside the eventual winner near the far turn (22.67 opening quarter), dropped back ‐2
lengths as the pace quickened mid‐final turn, followed the winner's path, finished out clearly 2nd best (rapid 22.91 final
1/4) vs. KUUIPO. Prior effort she broke well, dueled outside one rival near the far turn (21.68 opening quarter), shook loose
(+2 lengths) entering the stretch (lugging out/losing lead), gamely kept to her task to the end.
CINDY'S SECRET (Santa Anita) broke well, dueled inside one rival early, gained the slim advantage around the far turn (21.44
opening quarter), losing lead at the top of the lane, tired understandably at midstretch at 6 1/2 furlongs. Prior effort (Del
Mar) she broke well, +1 length advantage early, dueled inside one rival around the far turn, losing lead entering the stretch,
never quit trying at 5 furlongs. She's fresh and sports a series of good stamina works!!
FAMILY FULES (Los Alamitos) broke in, bumped at the start, accelerated nicely, dueled inside outside 3‐rivals near the far
turn, battled for command entering the stretch, lacked the needed response in deep stretch at 5 furlongs.
BRIANA JEAN (Del Mar) broke well, dueled outside 2‐rivals near the far turn (22.27 opening quarter), dropped back ‐2
lengths entering the stretch, lacked the needed response at midstretch at 5 1/2 furlongs.
(((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))

RACE 3
(7) ATILA'S WAR

(6) AWESOMELY ACTIVE

(4) THE LION ROARS

HORSES TO WATCH:
ATILA'S WAR sprinting is not his game. He flashed good speed 4‐back when tackling maiden $8,000‐claimers at 5 1/2
furlongs. Sports a quick 46.4 gate work on 09/30. NOTE OWNER/TRAINER SCORED WITH A SIMILAR MOVE LAST SUNDAY
WITH TIME TOGET AHEAD from a layoff and strong work! THE BLINKERS RETURNS AND LANDS AN AGGRESSIVE J SANCHEZ
IN THE SADDLE.
AWESOMELY ACTIVE broke well, chased the 5‐horse speed duel mid‐backside (‐8 lengths), ‐12 lengths near the far turn
(22.45 opening quarter), finished out with good energy (6.64 final 1/16). Prior effort he broke out, bumped at the start,
losing ‐1 length, lagged ‐14 lengths mid‐backside (chasing the dueling pair), ‐16 lengths near the far turn, finished out with
good energy. LOOKS LIKE THE LATE FACTOR.
THE LION ROARS off slow in last (toss it out) vs. tougher rivals. Class dropper fits much better and is much better than his
record shows.
*******
OTHERS:
GAME PIECE broke well, dueled inside 4‐rivals mid‐backside, dropped back ‐1 length as the pace quickened near the far turn
(22.45 opening quarter), battled the length of the stretch, not beaten badly for it all (3‐way photo finish). Prior effort he
broke well, chased the lone speed runner mid‐backside (‐7 lengths), lagged ‐9 lengths near the far turn (22.23 opening
quarter), ‐12 lengths mid‐final turn, traveled evenly down the lane (6.36 final 1/16).
MISTER FANCY BEAN toss out last. Prior effort he broke well, chased the dueling pair mid‐backside (‐5 lengths), ‐5 lengths
near the far turn (rail), traveled evenly down the lane at 870.
SILENT GUARDIAN broke off balance at the start, chased the lone speed runner mid‐backside (‐4 lengths), ‐5 lengths near
the far turn (23.00 opening quarter), ‐7 lengths mid‐final turn, lacked a rally entering the stretch in a much needed outing.
GOT U BABE broke well, dueled 2‐wide (part of a 5‐horse speed duel) mid‐backside, dropped back ‐5 lengths as the pace
quickened near the far turn (22.45 opening quarter), lacked the needed response mid‐final turn. Prior effort he swerved in
(3‐lanes) shortly after the start, losing ‐3 lengths.
(((((((((((((((((((((((((((()))))))))))))))))))))))))))

RACE 4
(6) JESS NUTTY SWEET 

(1) FROSTY'S SIS

(8) SECRET PRIZE RIBBON

MAJOR WIN PLAYER:
JESS NUTTY SWEET (15.60) hesitated, bumped back (pushed in) shortly after the start, losing ‐2 1/2 lengths, raced ‐2 1/2
lengths past the gap, drifted in midway, not abused, finished out full of run (9.95 final 1/8). Prior effort (15.79) he swerved
in (2‐lanes) shortly after the start, losing ‐1 length, drifted in (hard to ride) past the gap, ‐2 lengths midway, drifted in thru
the final 1/2, leveled too late (9.77 final 1/8). HARD TO RIDE PERFORMER CARRIES THE HIGHEST RATINGS BASED ON
ADJUSTED CLOCKING!
**************
OTHERS:
FROSTY'S SIS (15.61) broke in, bumped at the start, losing ‐ 1 length, drifted out (2‐lanes) early, ‐2 lengths past the gap,
gamely kept to her task to the end (9.93 final 1/8) vs. tougher rivals Prior effort (15.92) she hesitated, broke in (2‐lanes)
shortly after the start, raced ‐1 length past the gap, kept top her task to the end (9.98 final 1/8). She holds the 2nd highest
ratings based on adjusted clocking!

SECRET PRIZE RIBBON (15.69) broke in, bumped at the start, losing ‐3/4 length slow, raced ‐1 length past the gap, gamely
kept to her task to the end (9.95 final 1/8) vs. much troubled JESS NUTTY SWEET. Prior effort she broke ‐1 1/2 length slow,
bumped (pushed in) shortly after the start, bumped (pushed in) early, raced in traffic (losing path) at the gap, traveled
evenly thru the fina1 1/2 vs. tougher rivals. She is coming off her lifetime best based on adjusted clocking!
FAVOR IT broke off balance, drifted in (2‐lanes) shortly after the start, lugged out badly (behind horses) midway (toss it out).
Prior effort (15.87) she broke out at the start, losing ‐1/2 length, quick in stride, close up midway, kept to her task and
wasn't beaten badly for 2nd (9.85 final 1/8). She is capable of much better. She is improves her post.
CRYYSTIS LUCK bobbled slightly at the start, quick in stride, close up past the gap, kept to her task to the end (9.82 final
1/8). Prior effort (17.14) she broke out (2‐3 lanes) shortly after the start, losing ‐1 length, bumped early, ‐1 length past the
gap, leveled too late.
MC B VALIANT hesitated, broke out, bumped at the start, raced in tight quarters (shuffled back/losing path) past the gap,
traveled evenly thru the final 1/2 (toss it out). Prior effort she lifted in at the start (toss it out). Filly has encountered trouble
in all of her outings.
PATRONA DASH (15.97) broke in at the start, losing ‐3/4 length, quick in stride, raced ‐3/4 length past the gap, kept to her
task to the end (not beaten badly for 2nd) thru the 9.98 final 1/8. Prior effort she broke well, quick in stride, drifted out (2‐
lanes) past the gap (‐2 lengths), lacked the needed response thru the final 1/2. She improves her post.
STUDIOUS broke well, quick in stride, bumped past the gap, lacked the needed response thru the final 1/2 (9.82 final 1/8).
Prior effort she hesitated at the start, losing ‐1 1/2 length past the gap, lacked the needed response thru the final 1/2.
VH SASS broke ‐1/2 length slow, raced ‐1 length at the gap, losing path past the gap (toss it out). Prior effort (17.23) she
broke off balance, bumped shortly after the start, losing ‐1/2 length, gained the advantage past the gap, drifted out (3‐4
lanes) midway (losing lead), kept to her task to the end (9.87 final 1/8).
((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()))))))))))))))))))))))))))))

RACE 5
(5) AVILA BEACH

(6) LAND OF THE FREE

(3) KENJI'S SAVIOR

HORSES TO WATCH:
AVILA BEACH broke well, quick in stride, dueled outside the eventual winner mid‐backside, battled thru the 22.6 opening
quarter, gained the slim advantage entering the stretch, losing lead at midstretch, gamely kept to his task to the end (23.14
final 1/4). Prior effort he broke well, dueled between rivals mid‐backside, dueled outside the winner near the far turn,
dropped back ‐4 lengths as the pace quickened entering the stretch, kept to his task to the end (holding 2nd). SPEEDY
PERFORMER HOLDS POWERFUL RATINGS!
LAND OF THE FREE (Los Alamitos daytime) bumped back at the start, losing ‐3 lengths, rushed, chased the dueling leaders
near the far turn (‐1 length), dueled inside 3‐rivals mid‐final turn, battled the length of the stretch, lacked the needed
response near the wire (SHOULD HAVE WON). 4‐BACK he broke well, chased the dueling pair mid‐backside (‐3 lengths), ‐3
lengths near the far turn (22.25 opening quarter), 4‐wide entering the stretch, gamely kept to his task to the end. HE
ADORES THIS DISTANCE (870 YARDS).
*************************
OTHERS:
KENJI'S SAVIOR (Los Alamitos daytime) broke well, chased the dueling leaders mid‐backside (‐2 lengths), ‐2 lengths near the
far turn (22.54 opening quarter), lacked the needed response down the lane vs. LAND OF THE FREE. He returns with a good
work of 36.0 flat and figures to come out firing much stronger performance
CARULLI broke well, chased the 3‐horse speed duel mid‐backside (‐4 lengths), ‐4 lengths mid‐final turn, ‐3 lengths entering
the stretch, rallied too late (clearly 2nd best) at 4 furlongs. He will get similar pace to rundown!

AVILA BEACH broke well, quick in stride, dueled outside the eventual winner mid‐backside, battled thru the 22.6 opening
quarter), gained the slim advantage entering the stretch, losing lead at midstretch, gamely kept to his task to the end (23.15
final 1/4). Prior effort he broke well, dueled between rivals mid‐backside, dueled outside the eventual winner near the far
turn, dropped back ‐4 lengths as the pace quickened entering the stretch, gamely kept to his task to the end (holding 2nd).
He will be forwardly placed....
RAINFORD bumped at the start, chased the lone speed winner mid‐backside (‐4 lengths), ‐4 lengths near the far turn (21.87
opening quarter), gamely kept to his task down the lane (just missed 3rd). He posted a pair of solid back to back wins last
year. He is blessed with terrific gate speed. Fresh and dangerous!
SEATOSHININGSEA flashed brief speed facing open $8,000‐claimers before fading down the lane at 5 1/2 furlongs. He
posted 4 wins locally back in 2016.
(((((((((((((((((((((((((()))))))))))))

RACE 6
(4) PAINT ME SOUTHERN

(5) HEROIC GRACE

(1) SAMBA CORONA MV

LES ONAKA'S LATE PICK 4
SMALL TICKET
6th race

(4,5)

7th race

(3,4,5,6)

8th race

(1,2)

9th race (2,3,4)

TOTAL $ 48.00

7th race

(3,4,5,6)

8th race

(1,2)

9th race (1,2,3,4)

TOTAL $ 64.00

LARGE TICKET
6th race

(4,5)

(((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((())))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
HORSES TO WATCH:
PAINT ME SOUTHERN (17.79) hesitated, bumped at the start, raced in tight quarters to the gap, ‐2 lengths past the gap,
gamely kept to her task to the end (9.60 final 1/8) vs. eventual PCQHRA Breeders Futurity winner KVN CORONA! Strictly the
one to beat and figures to improve big time (making only her 2nd start under the lights).
HEROIC GRACE (15.69) broke well, quick in stride, drifted out (2‐lanes) at the gap, ‐2 lengths midway, battled back and
actually just missed 3rd thru the 9.88 final 1/8. She finished out full of run 2‐back (ALL AMERICAN FUTURITY TRIALS)
previously!
*******
OTHERS:
SAMBA CORONA MV (15.73) broke well, quick in stride, right there past the gap, gamely kept to her task and just missed
(9.88 final 1/8) vs. 4th place finisher HEROIC GRACE. Prior effort (15.46) she broke off balance, drifted out, bumped shortly
after the start, losing ‐1 length, accelerated nicely, ‐1 length past the gap, gamely kept to her task to the end (9.77 final
1/8). She rates a chance if she can repeat that solid rating (15.46) on 08/26!
THATS AMORE LA BLUE (18.11) broke in, bumped at the start, losing ‐1 length, finished out with good energy vs. eventual
Ed Burke Futurity runner‐up J FIRE UP. Prior effort (15.89) she broke off balance, drifted in shortly after the start, losing ‐1
length, raced in tight quarters at the gap, traveled evenly thru the final 110 yards (9.74 final 1/8). (Q) 09/19 worked solo
(18.4) Broke in (2‐3 lanes) at the start, hand shoved, flashed good speed, responding well under light pressure. GRADE: C+
DRILL (Q) 09/05 outworked by SOMEWHAT SPECIAL (12.0‐12.1) Worked outside. Broke in, bumped at the start, quick in
stride, hand shoved, even up midway, let run, responding well. Losing by ‐1/2 length. GRADE: B DRILL
ONE FAMOUS FILLY (15.71) bumped at the start, losing ‐1 1/2 length, raced ‐2 lengths past the gap, finished out with good
energy (behind horses) thru the 9.84 final 1/8. Prior effort she hesitated, bumped (losing path) shortly after the start.

MC FIREWALKER bumped at the start, drifted in (2‐3 lanes) to the gap, raced ‐1 1/2 length past the gap, lacked the needed
response thru the final 1/2 (rail) thru the 9.77 final 1/8. Prior effort she bumped at the start, losing path. She posted a pair
of "C+" works prior to his troubled debut.
THE ONE THE ONLY ONE broke well, quick in stride, bumped at the gap, ‐2 lengths past the gap, lacked the needed response
thru the final 1/2. Prior effort she swerved in behind horses shortly after the start.
MISS ZOOMIN LADY (Q) 10/03 outworked by JESS DICEY (12.3‐12.4) Worked outside. Broke off balance, drifted out (2‐lanes)
shortly after the start, lugged out early, ‐1 1/2 length midway, never leveled. Had run left crossing the wire. Losing by ‐1/2
length. GRADE: no grade given (Q) 09/19 outworked (12.6‐13.0) Worked outside. Broke out at the start, rank and hard to
ride early, leveled too late. Losing by ‐2 1/2 lengths. GRADE: no grade given
((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((())))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))

RACE 7
(3) FAVORITE BLING 

(4) KATRINA CARTEL

(5) SUMMERTIME DOLL

HORSES TO WATCH:
FAVORITE BLING (16.95) bumped (pushed in 2‐lanes) shortly after the start, losing ‐1 1/2 length, raced ‐1 1/2 length past
the gap, gamely kept to her task to the end (9.74 final 1/8) from the rail. Prior effort (15.35) she broke off balance, drifted
out (3‐4 lanes) shortly after the start (lead), lugged out (3‐4 lanes) midway, lugged out throughout, held gamely (huge
maiden win). 3‐back (15.67) she broke out, bumped at the start, losing ‐1 length, raced ‐2 lengths past the gap, not abused,
finished out full of run (9.77 final 1/8). SHE CARRIES HUGE RATINGS BASED ON ADJUSTED CLOCKING!!
KATRINA CARTEL broke well, quick in stride, raced ‐1 1/2 length past the gap, losing past the 1/16 pole, traveled evenly
(running behind horses) thru the 9.80 final 1/8. Prior effort (17.27) she broke off balance, bumped shortly after the start,
losing ‐1 1/2 length, raced ‐1 1/2 length past the gap, kept to her task to the end vs. TOUGHER RIVALS. SHE WASN'T
DISGARACED WHEN FACING EVENTUAL PCQHRA BREEDERS FUTURITY WINNER CVN CORONA 3‐BACK!!
SUMMERTIME DOLL (16.95) broke in at the start, losing ‐3/4 length, raced in tight quarters at the gap, losing path midway (‐
2 lengths), CLEARED TOO LATE (10.01 final 1/8). Prior effort (15.76) she hesitated at the start, losing ‐ 1 length, bumped
repeatedly early, ‐1 1/2 length past the gap, leveled too late. SHE STEPS UP IN CLASS ......
RUNNIN JESS (15.67) broke off balance, drifted out shortly after the start, drifted in (bumped repeatedly) at the gap,
bumped repeatedly throughout, gamely got up for the maiden win (10.01 final 1/8). Prior effort (15.68) she broke off
balance, bumped shortly after the start, losing ‐1 1/2 length, raced ‐1 1/2 length past the gap, leveled midway, finished
very well (should have been right there). He has a tendency to lug in (all 4 of his races)......
*************************************************************
OTHERS:
THOUGHT IT THROUGH (15.53) broke ‐1/2 length slow, quick in stride, raced ‐3/4 length past the gap, kept to her task to
the end (holding 3rd) thru the 9.93 final 1/8. Prior effort (15.72) she swerved out, bumped shortly after the start, losing ‐1/2
length, gained the advantage midway, losing lead past the 1/16 pole, kept to her task and proved best late (9.79 final 1/8).
CALIFORNIA BLOSSOM (17.02) bumped repeatedly shortly after the start, losing ‐1/2 length, accelerated nicely, gained the
advantage past the gap, held gamely (9.82 final 1/8). Prior effort (15.56) she broke out, bumped at the start, losing ‐1
length, ‐2 lengths midway, leveled too late vs. straight maidens.

RACE 8
(1) IM SHAKY 

(2) SNOW IN CARONA

(3) MAGICAL RIGHTER

HORSES TO WATCH:
IM SHAKY (Q) 08/15 BEST over PYC VALENTINA DASH (18.1‐18.4) Worked inside. Broke in (2‐lanes) shortly after the start,
quick in stride (lead), hand shoved,+1 length advantage past the gap, never asked, finished out full of run. Winning by +2
lengths. GRADE: A‐ DRILL (Q) 07/18 BEST over PYC VALENTINA DASH (12.3‐12.2) Worked outside. Broke off balance, drifted
out shortly after the start, quick in stride (lead), hand shoved, +1/2 length advantage midway, never asked, finished out full
of run. Winning by +1/2 length. GRADE: B+ DRILL 6 YEAR OLD MARE CAN REALLY RUN!
SNOW IN CARONA (15.43) broke in, bumped at the start, losing ‐1 length, drifted out (2‐lanes) early, raced ‐1 1/2 length
past the gap, gamely kept to her task (should have been much closer) when favorably drawn (9.73 final 1/8) vs. TOUGHER
RIVALS. Prior effort (15.60) she broke well, quick in stride, drifted in early, gained the advantage at the gap, +1 length
advantage past the gap, held strong vs. TOUGHER RIVALS. Class dropper will be tougher in this easier spot.
MAGICAL RIGHTER (15.43) broke well, quick in stride (lead), flashed good speed, losing lead past the 1/16 pole, gamely kept
to her task to the end (favorably drawn) thru the 9.77 final 1/8 when competing in night's fastest of 4. Prior effort (15.45)
she broke off balance, bumped shortly after the start, losing ‐ 1length, raced ‐1 1/2 length past the gap, gamely kept to her
task to the end (9.73 final 1/8).
SHE SNOWS SHES IVORY (15.51) FRACTIOUS in gate, broke well, quick in stride, right there past gap, gamely kept to her task
to the end (9.77 final 1/8) vs. MAGICAL RIGHTER. Prior effort (15.75) she broke well, quick in stride, close up past the gap,
kept to her task to the end (just missed 2nd) thru the 9.85 final 1/8.
YOU DO THE MATH (15.56) broke out (2‐lanes) shortly after the start, quick in stride (lead), losing lead past the 1/16 pole,
battled back and proved best late (9.84 final 1/8). He will be facing a tougher task tonight.
ONE DASHIN MNA (16.80) hesitated, broke out at the start, losing ‐2 lengths, raced ‐2 1/2 lengths past the gap, leveled
midway, finished well (should have been closer) thru the 9.59 final 1/8 vs. TOUGHER RIVALS. Prior effort (15.62) he broke
out, bumped at the start, losing ‐3/4 length, raced ‐1 length past the gap, kept to his task to the end (9.79 final 1/8).
IVE GOT MILK (15.55) broke well, quick in stride, close up past the gap, kept to his task to the end (9.77 final 1/8) when
competing in night's fastest of 4. Prior effort (16.89) he broke off balance at the start, bumped repeatedly to the gap, ‐2
lengths past the gap, leveled too late (final 1/8 clocked in 9.59). He draws an ideal post!
(((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((())))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))

RACE 9
(4) JESSTALCARTEL 

(2) TUSTIN KID

(3) EFFORTLESS EFFORT

AUTUMN HANDICAP STAKES
PURSE: $30,000‐
DISTANCE: 350 YARDS
HORSES TO WATCH:
JESSTACARTEL (17.63) broke off balance at the start, losing ‐1 1/2 length, raced ‐1 length past the gap, put in a big run (lead)
midway, held strong (9.68 final 1/8). Prior effort (17.64+) he swerved out (4‐lanes) shortly after the start, losing ‐3 lengths,
raced ‐2 1/2 lengths past the gap, FLEW FOR THE MAIDEN SCORE (9.91 final 1/8). TREMEMDOUS FINISHER WILL RELISH THE
EXTRA 20 YARDS AND NO TELLING HOW GOOD THIS ONE CAN GET!

TUSTIN KID FRACTIOUS in gate, broke off balance, drifted in, bumped shortly after the start, dropped back ‐4 1/2 lengths
past the gap, STRANGLED DOWN thru the final 1/2, appearing full of run (9.55 final 1/8). Prior effort (17.64) he was
FRACTIOUS in gate, broke off balance, drifted in shortly after the start, drifted in (hard to ride) past the gap, lugged in (hard
to ride) midway, gamely kept to his task to the end. 3‐back (17.85) he was FRACTIOUS in gate, broke in (2‐lanes) shortly
after the start, losing ‐3/4 length, leveled too late. WATCH OUT IF HE CAN MIND HIS GATE MANNERS!!
EFFORTLESS EFFORT (17.63) bumped repeatedly shortly after the start, losing ‐1 length, raced ‐1 1/2 lengths past the gap,
leveled midway, finished strong (9.55 final 1/8). Prior effort he broke out, bumped at the start, losing ‐1 length, raced in
tight quarters (bumped) past the gap, raced in TRAFFIC thru the final 1/2 (never had a chance). Trouble prone performer
holds powerful ratings based on adjusted clocking.
KNOCKOUT JESS (17.71) broke ‐1 1/2 length slow, raced ‐1 1/2 length past the gap, leveled midway, finished well for 3rd
(9.76 final 1/8). Prior effort (17.82) he broke off balance at the start, losing ‐1/2 length, raced ‐3 lengths past the gap,
traveled evenly thru the final 110 yards (9.54 final 1/8).
SUMMERTIME FAVORITE (17.68) broke out, bumped at the start, losing ‐2 lengths, drifted in early, raced ‐2 lengths past the
gap, leveled midway, finished well (9.76 final 1/8). Prior effort she broke in, bumped at the start, losing ‐1 length, drifted in
at the gap, losing path midway (toss it out).
PERFECT AZ CAN BE (16.89) broke off balance, drifted out (2‐3 lanes) shortly after the start, losing ‐1 length, raced ‐1 length
past the gap, rallied strong (just missed) thru the 9.76 final 1/8. Prior effort she bumped repeatedly shortly after the start,
raced ‐4 1/2 lengths past the gap (toss it out).
INDIOS ZACTAG (15.52) broke off balance at the start, quick in stride (lead), + 1 1/2 length past the gap, held strong vs.
easier (9.90 final 1/8). Prior effort (16.72) she broke well, quick in stride (lead), drifted out (2‐lanes) near the gap, lugged
out (5‐6 lanes) midway, held gamely (9.80 final 1/8). She will get tested for sure for class.
MCFARLAND USA (16.88) broke in (2‐lanes) shortly after the start, losing ‐3/4 length, bumped early, raced ‐1 1/2 length past
the gap, leveled midway, finished strong (not beaten badly for it all). Prior effort (17.84) he hesitated at the start, losing ‐1
length, raced ‐3 lengths past the gap, leveled too late (9.71 final 1/8).
((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((()))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))

End

